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Abstract 

Due to llii dyndmic and heterogeneous natuie o r  g i id  infiastmctures. 

scientiiic applications w i th  frequent and tighl synchronizations amons 

the nodes aie unable l o  achieve high elficiencies, so thc ciient-servci 

paradigm is a prog~amming niodel vmy oflen usid in thesc environnicnls, 

According to this model, Data Grid applications aie usually divided into 

indepeiidcnt adivi l irs thal aie concurrently solved b y  the servers. O n  the 

other hsind, since many scientiiic applicalions aie characterized b y  large 

collections o f  input data aiid by dcpendencies beiwien the tasks, tlie 

develapment oielf icicnt algorithms without unneiessary synchronizations 

aiid data transfers is a d i f i i iu l t  lask. The presmr work addresses the 

pioblem o f  implementing and assessing a strategy for efficient task 

scheduling a i ~ d  data management in case o f  depcndencics among tasks 

in  a numerica1 lineai algebra problem. 70 this eiid, we used the Rlock 

Keywordsandphrases:parallel and distributed computing, product matrix nlgorithms; 

performance anaiysis. 
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Maiiix Multiplication Aigorithm implemciited in tlie NetSolve distributed 
comptiting enviio~iment as case study, and we introduced some cCiiciency 
puiameters to assess the aigorirhm. 

1. Introduetion and Mntivation 

A grid infrastructure aggregales scattered coinputing and data resources in 

order to create a single compuling system image [8]. The hard+vare o i  this singlc 

coinputing systein is oftcii characterized by slow and non-dedicared Widc Area 

Networks connecting very fasi and powerfiil processing nodes (that can also 

represent supercomputers or large clustcrs) scattered on a hugc geographical 

territory, whereas its operuting sjlsfem (the grid middleware) is responsible io find 

and allocate resources for scientists applications, taking into account thc status of'the 

whole grid. Many papers focus on this aspect of grid computing, addressing issues 

such as resources brokering, e.g., [6; 171, performance contract definition and 

monitoring, e.g., [5 ,  12, 141, and migration of the applications in case of contract 

violaiions, e.g., [ l  1, 161. In any case, it is important to underline that distributed 

coinputing environiiients are coinposed by heterogerieous coniputational resourccs, 

botli from the static (processors, operating systems, arithn~eiic, ...) and irom lhe 

dynamic (workload of the systems, effeclive handwidth of the networks, ...) point of 

view, such that an efficient synchronization among the ilodes is very difficult. For 

this rcason, une of the main approaches to the devclopment of distributed 

applications is based un thc client-server programniing model where the application 

is divided into a large nuinbcr ofesseiitially independent taslcs that are dispatched to 

several servers, and a "coordinator" task managed by the client module. In the 

parallel computing connnunity, prohlems that can he solved with lhis approach are 

called '>leasingly" or "embarrassingly" parallel and une of the iiiost significant 

examples in this sensi. is the SETI@home project [15]. Ilowever, beyond such 

example of mere networked coniputing, several common scientific applications are 

characterized by a very large set of inpul data and dependencies among 

subproblems, so that the choice of lhe inosl powerful computational resources made 

by the middleware is not sufficient tu achieve good performance, but the deiinition 

of suitable niethodologies is also essential to minimize synchronization among tasks 

and tu distribute application data onta the grid coniponents in ordcr to overlap 

coinmunication and coniputation. As a case study, we considcr a Block Matrix 

Multiplication (BMM) algorithm for a client-server distribuled computing 

environinent, because it is a basic Linear algebra computational kemel representative 
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of siniilar other cornputational kemels like LU, LLT and QR factofizations, and for 

this reason often required by several applications. On the other hand, it encompasscs 

a large amount of data movements arnong CPUs and memories, and the task of 

minimizing ihe synchronization overhead among lhe nodes by tising effettive data 

cachi~lg strategies is challenging. Few papers are availablc in this research area, e.& 

[3, 71. In a previous work, we introduced a distributed client-server algorithm for 

this problem 141, so that in this paper, we mainly introduce a performance e\raluation 

procedure aimed io assess the algorithms. 

In this work, the atgorithms are impiemented in the cornputational environmeill 

ablc to support a client-server programming model, and where the underlying 

computing environment is in chargc of tlie resources selection by means of its own 

dynaniic allocation strategies, and the coinputational infonnation ahout thc servers 

(incliiding their availability, Ioad, processor spoed) are hidden to the client. During 

recent years, several comptiting environments have been developed with the scope 

of addressing these topics, while allowing, at ihe sanie time, a fricndly access Lo 

remote resources. Among them, we mention NeiSolve [ l ]  and Condur [IO]. 

Our work is struclured as follows: In Section 2, we will shortly introduce 

different disrributed algorithms for the BMM problem; in Section 3, we introduce 

our performance evaluation procedure based un some parametcrs aimed lo asses 

the algorithms un these environments; finally in Section 4, we describe tlie 

compiitaiional expcriments. 

2. Distributed iilgorithms for Blocl< Matrix Multiplication 

Consider die following matrix multiplications problem for two dense mahices 4 

and B: 

C - A . R .  (1) 

For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that each matrix X i { A ,  B, C] is a 

square n x n matrix, and it is block partitioned as follows: 
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Blocks Xl,J have dimension r x r ,  with n divisihle by r, so that NB = n/r  is 

an integer. From previous definitions, we have that each block ol' the C matrix is 

given by: 

rrom equation (3), we ohserve that blocks CI J can be compiited independcntly 

each other, so that Figure 1 sbows three parallel versions obiained by thc 

permutation of the loops indices in the standard BMM algorithin C = A . B. 

Figure l. Three standard versions iòr the BMM algorithm 

Note Uiat other versions, ohtained hy the permutation of indices I and J, are 

equivalent to these ones and that al1 the versions are based on the same 

computational kernel: 

Ci3, =',,.I + A ~ : ~ B t i , ~ .  (4) 

In a client-server implementation, far given valucs of I, J and K, the client sends 

to a server the three hlocks AI ,KBt i .~  and so that the server can update the 

block C,,,, and send back the result to the client lt is imporiant to remark that the 

oiily possible parallelism is always on indices I and J, so that only the blocks Ci , j  

can be cornputed independently among them. This is not possihle using indcx K, 
becaiise of the risk of "tace condition" on accessing to the blocks C I s J  Sor different 

values of K. As a consequence, in order to reduce the synchronization overhcad 

accessing ihese blocks in a clieni-server implcmcntation, it is essential to define 

which algorithm in Figure l musi he used to compute the severa1 matrix operations 

involving blocks AI,KBK,I and CI,J. Far a more deep analysis, we ohserve tbat 

in the (I, J, K )  ordering (Algorithm 1.a), the client generates NB2 independent 

threads of computation, each of them managing the sum on index K in equation ( 3 ) .  

With the (I, K ,  J) ordcring (Algorithm 1 ,  the client generates only NR 

independent threads of computation, each of them generating NB parallel tasks at 

every stcp of index K. Finally, with the ( K ,  I, J) ordering (Algorithn 1.c) at each 

itep of index K, the client generates IVB' parallel taslcs that have to be completed 

before the client can geneiate new tasks 

~ . .  . 
eiiilfur I --.----p- 1 

Figure 2. The client-server implementation of the BMM algorithni with (i, J, K )  

ordering. 

In Figure 2, as ari example, we report the distributed clicnt-server 

implcmentation oS the (I, J ,  K )  ordering of ihe BMM algorithm. Now it is 

important to remark that, in thc clieni-server progranming model, data are stored in 

the client memory (or in a rcpository close to the client) and they are senr in chunks 

ro servers far che computations; once the computation has becn completed, the 

results are retiimed to the client. Ilowever, the data movement between client and 

server in a computational grid is similar to the data transfer hetween mernories and 

yrocessing uni1 in a single Non Uniform Memoiy Access (]\'[:MA) machine. A 

NUMA machine is cbaracterizcd by a memorics hierarchy where fasi and small 

memories (main memory and caches) are positioncd at the higher Ievel, whereas 

slow and large inemories (secondary and remote inemories) are located ar the lower 

ones. Table 1 shows typical peak htindwidth, latency and size, for four different 

memory levcls when accessed from the scrver. The i1lusLratcd values reier to a 

common workstation usually available in a distributed computing environment and 

are not representative of leading edge technology. 

Table 1 .  l'ypical values [or handwidth and latency for diffetcnt memory levels 

Bandwidth Latency 

Server rnain memory 10 GUyteIsec 2-10 ns 4 GBytes 

5 ins 512 TUytes 

Remote client (1.AN) 12.5 MByteIsec l0  Iaytes 

Remote client (WAN) < l MBvreIsec 100 ms > 100 TBvtes 
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Il is commonly acknowledged that the key strategy io achieve high 

performmces with a hìOMA machine is an extensive use of caching methodologies 

al each level of the memory hierarchy. In this model, ihe highest levels arc usually 

nianaged by the compilers or by some highly optimized mathematical sofiware 

library, bui lowest levels must be nianaged by the application. Since scientitic 

applications rarely can be divided in totally independeni tasks and some data 

dependencies are always present ainong them, the definition oS methodologies and 

the developinenl of software tools Sor an effettive data distribtition among thc 

coinponents of a computationai grid assume a key role in grid comp~iting. 

Figure 3. The distributed client-server implementation of the BMM algorilhm with 

( I ,  J ,  K )  ordering and caching of intermediate resuits in the server secondary 

storage. 

The use of a server secondary storage as a cache for the intennediate results, 

thereiòre allows lo locate thcm io a higher level in the iiiemory hierarchy and avoids 

unnecessary dava transfers toward the client inemories. Furtherniore, if the entire 

sequence has to be repeated severa1 times, then it is possible to overiap data 

communication and stage computation by keeping intermediate data in higher level 

meinories. The following Algorithin 2 in Figure 3 implements the described caching 

sirategy for the ( I ,  .i, K) ordering of the BMM algorithm. A similar approach to 

data management in dislributed environments is described in [7] ,  where the scrver 

main memory replaces the server secondary storage as cache. The main advantage o l  

the approach described in the current paper is the larger amount of space available 

for caching the intermeuiate data, with a data access time stili negligible compared to 

the time for accessing the remote client rneniory. 

3. Algorithms Analysis 

For a complete performance analysis, we have to notice that in a distributed 

environment, ciassicai parameters like Speedup and Efticiency cannol be used since 

the number of used nodes is not defined by the user through thc applications, bul 

they are detennined by thc compuiational environmciit. Fuiihemiore, the primary 

goal for using these environinents is the oppoitunily of aggregating scaltered and 

unused xesources rather than simply reducing the execution time [Y]. In any case; we 

can study the behavior of the total execution time when the problem dimension n 

changes, aiming at measuring ihe influencc of thc computational environment on the 

BMM distributed algorithm. 

We begin our sludy by coiiiparing the compuiational cost of ihc three algorithms 

in Figure i. Firstly, denote t* > O to he the execution time (compulation aiid 

coinmunication) necessary to resolvc the coniputational kemel (4) and Cik(NB), 

T k i ( N B ) ,  Tko(NB) to be, respectively, the total execution limes to solve the problem 

(I) with diinension NR = n/r  using tlie lhree algorithms in Figure 1. With the 

previous definilion: 

Lemma l. Given the rotai execution times: 

l;ik(MB), G i ( N B ) ,  Tw(NB),  

then 

C,k(AIB) i;k](NB) < Tky(NB) (5) 

Proot By the I>AGs in Figure 2, it 1s easy to prove thal 

T,j<(NB) = inax "i  iVki i ; i c , ( lV~)  = iiiax i z m a x  k t i ik ,  T&B) = %ax 1'1  i,, . 

So, the inequalitics hold. 

'I'herifore, the ( I ,  J, K) ordcring described by Algorithin 1.a is more suitabie to 

a distributed cliznt-server implementation cornpared to the other two orderings. The 

least suilahle one is the ( K ,  I ,  J )  ordwing. Furthermore, it is reasonable to suppose 

7bic(1) - 7'. (1) : Tkg(l) .  This is justified because with only one block (IVB = I), ~ k i  

the thrce algorithms arc equivalent. Since the ( I ,  J, K )  ordering exhibits thc smalier 

total execution time, in the following, we concentrate our attention only on this ono, 

but similar results hold for ihe other orderings. 
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To assess the perhrniance of tlie clicnt-server implementation described in 

Figure 2 in a dislributed computing environn~ent, let us examine before an ideal 

case, where the environment is composed by homogeneous, dedicated and 

unbounded resources (e.&., number of nodes and networks bandwidth). In this 

environment, let q&(NB),  I';~,(NB), T ~ ( N B )  be, respectivcly, the ideal total 

exec~ition tii~ies of the algorithms in Figuri 1. From a theoretical point of view, we 

can assume tbat wlicn the number of blocks NB increases, thcre are always available 

nodes and network bandwidth to perform the tasks. In this case, the execution time 

of each task tCk = r is equal far al1 the values of I, J, K, and ihe ideal total execuiion 

times in a distributed environment are 

Now wc consider the problein ( l )  of size a . n = a NB . r ,  where u 2 l is a 

scaling paramctcr, with ihe purpose oC studying the influence of the computational 

environmeiit on the algorithm. Then we detine 7;;k (a - NB) as the iotal exccution 

time to solve such Larger problein in the ideal case, and we define the paramcter 

(a . NB) 
R>(NB, U )  = 

q:k (!vB) 

This parametcr assesses the ideal growth kctor for the total cxccution time 

when an a-times larger problem is solved. Of course, il is easy to prove that: 

Saiue resulls hold also for T,; ( a  NB) and Ti j  (a NB), so that equation (8) 

shows a linear growth with NB for &e ideai total execution time for ali the 
algorithms in Figure I ,  when the inatrix dimension grows and the blocl< dimension 

r = n/NB is coiistant. 

However, the number of nodes and the siistained networl< bandwidth are linilted 

and il is not possible to have a perfect paralleiisiu. For such a reason, it is fully 

reasonable to introduce the assuniptioiis: 

Heuristic 1. 
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Itleuristic 2. 

cjk(a . NB) 2 aqiIc(nin). (10) 

These assumptions rnean that tlie actudl total exccution time cannot be siiialler 

than thc ideal one, and when we solve an a-tinies larger problem in a real 

environinent, we mnnot achieve an actual growth factor smailcr than thc idcal one. 

Thereforc, we dcfine the parameter 

as the iiieasure of the actual growlh factor [or Tok(.VB) when an a-times larger 

problem is solved. It is easy to prove, by iising Heurislic 2, that Rek(NB, a )  2 a. 

By comparing pdrameters Rf i (NB,  a )  and ~ ~ ; ~ ( a ,  NB), we can now evaluatc 

the influence of the compulational environnient on the distributcd algorithm. Now 

we derinc tlie parameter: 

This parameter evaiuates how much RVk(NB, a )  is larger than R,;~(NB, a ) .  

Of course, by uaing (8) and Ileuristic 2, we havc 

Eiik (a, .W) = 
Ryk(a, NB)  - - RNk(a, NB) 

> I  
Rz&(a, .VB) a 

Furthermore: 

Lemma 2. Given thepuevious dejìnitions, we have 

T&(a . NB) = aEvk(NB, a)iVk(NB).  (13) 

Proof. This is becausc 

Efi(iVB, a )  = Rjjk (AZ, a )  qik (a . NB) TGk ( N B )  T;, ( a  - NB) - - - - 
R&(NB, a )  Tuk (NB) (a . NB) aTvk (NB)  

then the thesis. 
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From (13), we ohserve that aEBk(NB,  a )  is the aclual growth factor for ihe 

total execution time, so Eijk(NB, a )  can he taken as a measure oi'the influence or  

tlie compurational environmenl on thc performance of the algorithm. Of course, 

R ~ ; ~ ( N B ,  a )  is a not decreasing function of a, so, hy the Heuristic 2, we can assume 

that the same properiy holds also for ROk(NB, a). Thercfore, if Etk(NB, a )  is 

i1 constant or a moderately increasing function of a, thcn we can consider the 

algorithm as suitahle fora distrihuted excculion and ahle to exploit the parallelism of 

the computational environment. Ffowcver, in general, a limitation in the resources 

(nunibet of nodes, nelworks handwidth; . . .) prwents the parallel cxecuiion of a laige 

numher of tasks, so we found that E*(NB, a )  is a significantly increasing function 

of a .  Therefore, in order to understand the actual gain ohtained when using a 

distributed environment in place of a sequential one, it can he useful to compare 

R@(NB, a )  not only with the scale factor a as i11 the definilion of E*(NB, a),  

hut also with other functions like f ( a )  = a2 or J ( a )  = ai. Actually, Iet us note 

that f ( a )  = ai can he considered the worst growth factor for the tolal execution 

time, hecause it is the growth factor of a RMM algorithm in a distributed 

environment with only one servir. 

We define therefore: 

These parameters compare RYk(NB, a ) ,  respectively, with f ( a )  = a' and 

f ( a )  = a3. If E!"(,, NH) is a constant or moderately increasing iiuiction, then 
!ik 

we can yet consider as convenient to execute the algorithin in a distributed 

environment; hut a signiiicani increasing function NB) ineans thal we are 

not ahle to gain any benefits from the execution in a distributed enviroiimcnt with 

respect to the execution in a scquential environincnt. 

Finally, we conclude this section with a coinparison hetwecn Algorithm 1 iii 

Figure 3 (IJK ordering withoui data caching) and Algorithm 2 in Figure 6 (IJK 

ordering with data caching). Let now and .rK be, respectively, lhe access tiines 
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to thc servir secondary storage and to lhe remole dreni memones, and C'(') and 
ilk 

C,?) hc the ideal lotal communication costs for Algonthm l and Algorithm 2, 

respectively. We concentrate our attcntion only on the coinniunication cost hecause 

the computation cost is eqiial in hoth algorithms and hecause it is the dominant pari 

in the lolal execiition timi. We firstly observe that, sincc thc computation of the 

kernel (4 )  requires the communication of 4v2 data among client and server, in (6), 

we have r  = 4ritr2, so the ideal communication cost for thc complete compuiation 

of each block C ( I ,  J) with Algorithm l is: 

Since = Y ? ~  with l0 < 7 < 100, the idea1 communication cost of the 

2 Algorithrn2 is T = 2(rK i r s ) r  , so thal: 

We define 

as che meastire of the ideal reduction factor for the (I, J, K )  ordering when a 

caching strategy is used. It is easy to prove: 

Lemma 3. tiiven the definition ?f S*(NB) ,  we huve 

Eqiiation (18) shows lhe idea1 value for the reduction factor when a caching 

strategy is used. It should he compared with lhe actual rediiction factor, that is with 

ihe ratio: 

where C$ and C$) arc the aciual conlmunication costs of the iwo algorithms 
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4. Computational Experiments 

In this section, we describe the results of severa1 tests aimed to evaluate our 

algorithms using the procedure described in Section 3. For our experiments, we used 

NetSolve 2.0 distributed coinputing infrastrutture [I]. This is a software 

environment based on a client-agent-server pat.adigm that provides a transparent and 

inexpensive access tu remote hardwdre and so~Wiire resources. 

A first set ofexperiments is aimed to evaluate the eflectiveness of Algorithm 1.1 

when coinpared to Algorithm 1.b and Algorithm 1.c. 'ihen on the basis of Equation 

(S), we implement the (I, J ,  K )  oi-dcring (Algorithm 1.a) and the ( K ,  I, J) 

ordering (Algorithm I.c), i.e., the best and the worst expected version. In this iirst 

experirnent, the servers are located at the University of Tennessee and the client is 

located in our Deparhnent. This software infrastruchlre can be called Wide Area 

Syslem (WAS), because of the underlying geographical networl<s. In these 

experiments, we evaluated the lotal execution times far calculations in problem (l), 

considering sqiiare matrix oforder n = 250, 500, 1000, 2000 and a fixcd block size 

r = 250. With these values, the number ofblocks NB = l, 2 ,4 ,8 .  

Table 2. Tiining results in seconds for Algorithm 1.a and Algorithm 1.c on a WAS 

In Table 2, there are the total execution times for Algorithm 1.a and Algorithm 

1.c on the WAS. In order tu repoa realisticaliy, the impact of the Iìuctuation in the 

network traffic, the values are, respectively, thc averages of q k ( N B )  and Ga(NB)  

over 10 executions. Furthemiore, the table iists the minimum and maximum 

achieved total execution tirnes and the standard deviation over the 10 executions. 

Best periòrmance of Algorithm 1.a is evident witli an average execution lime lower 

in each tesi. The high standard deviation values are motivated by the variability of 

the workload in the geographic networks. Table 3 reports further results o r  the 

comparison betwee~i the two algorithms on the basis of otlier pardmeters ( l  l), (12) 

and (14) defined in Section 3 with a = 2, that is doubiing the size of the mabix in 

eacii experiment. In this table we note that, even if the Algorithm 1.a typically shows 
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parameler values better tlian Algorithm l.c, in both cases, wc achieve increasing 

values Sor ~ ( ' ~ ( 2 ,  N B )  and E(%, NB). More precisely, we observe a bchavior of 

the total. execution times worse than the one of a sequential execution in a 

environment with a single server, so the lise of a WAS in this case is not feasible. 

A second set o i  experiinents is aimed to compare the execution times of 

Algorithm 1.a on two different SetSolve syslems: a WAS as previously described 

and a Local Arca Systern (LAS), wherc al1 resources are connected lo the Local Area 

Network oiour Departinent at 100 Mbits. The results of the experimenls on a LAS, 

conducted with the same valucs of n and r used in previous experiments [or a WAS, 

are shown in Table 4. 

Table 3. Perfbrmance analysis of Algorithm 1.a and Algorithm I .e on a WAS 

Table 4. Timing restilts in secorids far Algorithm 1.a on two different syslems 

Shis table shows the average, the inininium, the maxiinum and the standard 

deviation of Gik(VB) over 10 executions. Firstly, we observe far the Local Area 

System an average execution tiine and a standard deviation much smaller than those 

obtained in the Wide Area System, which is due to the smallest latency and the 

liigher bandwidth network. In order to quantify the perforniance gain that we 

acliieve using a Locdl Area Xetworl< System, i11 Table 5, we show the valucs of 

the parameters iòr the assessinent oE the performance introduced in Section 3. We 
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5. Conclusions 

This work mainly pursuits a double purpose. Firstly, it dcscribes an effective 

niethodology for task scheduling and for data placemenl aniong rcsources rclated to 

the implementation of a Block Matrix Multiplication in a client-server distributed 

environment. Secondly, il introduces a procedure to assess the perrormance of 

algorithms in a distributed client-server environment. The procedure is based on a 

performance mode1 thal is validated with severa1 experimental results in two 

different distributed environments: a Locai Area System based on coinpiitiiig nodcs 

connected by local nctworks and a Wide Arca System based on geographical 

netwoks. From the performance analysis, we achievc some inleresting conclusions 

reported in Section 4. In any case, the iiiain result is the contirmation that the use of 

suitable caching strategies [or the iiiiplenientation of  a Hlock Matrix Multiplication 

algorithm in a distributed system based on local area networl<s is competilive with 

more expensive parallel system based on dedicated computing nodes or neiworks. 

Even if the experiiiients refer only to the BMM problem, the gcneral stnictnre of the 

algorithm is genera1 enougli, so we believe that siinilar resulls could be achieved also 

on othcr Iinear algebra problems, like LU, LL' and QIt Eactorizalions 
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